Reasons Why Fundamental Accounting Concept1 Test Fails

IS6
Net Income (Loss) = Income (Loss) from Continuing Operations After Tax + Income (Loss) from
Discontinued Operations, Net of Tax + Extraordinary Items, Gain (Loss)

What this rule tests
This rule tests the relationship between three very common line items of a financial report:





Income (Loss) from Continuing Operations After Tax
Income (Loss) from Discontinued Operations, Net of Tax
Extraordinary Items, Gain (Loss)
Net Income (Loss)

If a reporting entity has no income (loss) from discontinued operations or extraordinary items; then
income (loss) from continuing operations after tax will equal net income (loss). Of a total 9679 financial
reports examined, 9,115 reporting entities, 97% of the total, conformed to this relationship pattern. A
total of 291, 3% of that the total, do not conform to this pattern. Of the 3% which did not conform to
this relation, the following is a summary of the reasons:



Concept use inconsistent with concept meaning (most nonconforming filings)
Fundamental accounting concepts does not properly consider REITs (about 6 of these)

Common reasons why test fails

Concept use inconsistent with concept meaning
Concept inconsistencies seem to cause most of the issues I see. For example, consider the income
statement and earnings per share disclosure of this filing:
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=1060232&accession_number=0001193125-12377219&xbrl_type=v#
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For more information on the fundamental accounting concepts and the relations between these concepts please
see http://fundamentalaccountingconcepts.wikispaces.com
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On the income statement, the line item “Net earnings (loss)” is represented using the US GAAP XBRL
Taxonomy concept us-gaap:NetIncomeLoss which expresses the fundamental accounting concept Net
income (loss) attributable to parent:

Then in the earnings per share disclosure, the same fact is reported,

But a different concept is used to report the same fact:
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In the filing below, the economic entity uses a concept intended to express information after tax, but
uses it to express before tax information. See the income statement:
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=1455926&accession_number=0001052918-14000314&xbrl_type=v#

The line item “LOSS FROM OPERATIONS” is represented using an after tax concept:
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http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=1392902&accession_number=0001511164-14000445&xbrl_type=v#
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Fundamental accounting concepts does not properly consider REITs
The following example shows an error in the software algorithm which computers the fundamental
accounting concepts. REITs report Gain (loss) from real estate disposition between Income (Loss) from
Continuing Operations After Tax and Net income (loss). This is not considered by the software algorithm
and is an error in the algorithm. Consider the income statement of this filing:
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/viewer?action=view&cik=766704&accession_number=0000766704-14000019&xbrl_type=v#
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The algorithm computes the relation between Income (Loss) from Continuing Operations After Tax and
Net income (loss) and properly considers Income (loss) from discontinued operations; but does NOT
consider the Gain (loss) on disposition of assets.

The fundamental accounting concepts need to be adjusted to consider the way a REIT reports. Since
commercial and industrial companies report this line item as part of operating expenses, separate
fundamental accounting concept relations need to be created for a REIT.
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